The Center for Urban & Real Estate Management (CUREM) at University of Zurich (UZH) is part of the Department of Banking and Finance and its mission is to foster teaching and research on real estate. The Center runs several highly successful executive education programs, such as the prestigious MAS in Real Estate and the CAS in Urban Management. CUREM is seeking to further enhance its international visibility by developing an international research network on 'Globalization of Real Estate Markets' headed by Prof. Mathias Hoffmann of UZH’s Department of Economics.

CUREM is therefore seeking to fill the position of a

**Senior Research Associate / Postdoc in Real Estate Economics (f/m)**

to be appointable at the earliest convenience.

**Workload: 70% - 100%**

**Responsibilities**

- Support of the network head in coordinating and expanding the network
- Organization of conferences and the coordination of international scholarly exchanges
- Conducting independent research on the topic of the network
- Support of CUREM activities in the construction of a real estate index for Switzerland
- Contribution to teaching and student supervision in real estate economics

**We offer**

- A stimulating academic environment in one of Europe’s leading centers for economic and finance research, a competitive salary and a workplace with access to the first-class infrastructure of an excellent university, located at the heart of one of the world’s most liveable cities.

**Qualifications**

- A PhD in economics, real estate economics or finance
- Ideally a couple of years of experience in industry or public policy
- An established research portfolio related to real estate economics with a focus on international macroeconomics, urban economics or (real estate) finance
- Excellent knowledge of both German and English
- Excellent communication and analytical skills are essential

**Interested?**

Inquiries about the profile of the position (but not the application files) can directly be addressed to Prof. Mathias Hoffmann (mathias.hoffmann@econ.uzh.ch).

To be considered, applications (in English with all relevant items enclosed) must be sent by email to monika.egloff@curem.ch by March 31st.

Zurich, February 2018